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THESIS SUMMARY

This thesis presents studies relating to effects of different macronutrients, predominantly fat and carbohydrate, on gastrointestinal motility, hormone release/suppression, appetite and energy intake in healthy subjects, and on symptom generation in patients with functional dyspepsia. The three broad areas that have been investigated in these studies are: (i) the effect of load, and duration, of small intestinal nutrient exposure on gastric motility, gastrointestinal hormone release/suppression, appetite and energy intake in healthy subjects, (ii) the dietary factors that may contribute to symptom generation in patients with functional dyspepsia, through analysis of diet diaries and acute nutrient challenges, and (iii) the effects of the herbal medication, Iberogast®, on gastric motility in healthy subjects.

The ingestion of nutrients, triggers a number of gastrointestinal responses, including the modulation of antropyloroduodenal motility, gastrointestinal hormone release/suppression, and the suppression of appetite and energy intake, resulting in a slowing of gastric emptying to an average rate of 1 - 3 kcal/min, which is required for efficient nutrient digestion and absorption. Additionally, the rate at which glucose enters the small intestine influences postprandial glycaemia and incretin responses. These responses have been demonstrated in animals to be dependent on the length, and region, of the small intestine exposed to fat and glucose, however, this has not been directly investigated in humans.

Functional dyspepsia is a clinical condition, characterised by chronic upper abdominal symptoms, such as nausea, bloating and early fullness, without a known cause, which
affects approximately 11 - 29 % of the population. Many studies have reported that disturbed gastric motor activity may be the cause of these symptoms, but patients frequently experience symptoms following ingestion of food, and some patients report to eat smaller meals more frequently and avoid fatty and spicy foods. In addition, laboratory-based studies have indicated that functional dyspepsia patients may be hypersensitive to fat, but not carbohydrate. To date, the treatments used to reduce symptoms are frequently directed at the normalisation of gastroduodenal motility, using prokinetics. However, the beneficial effect of these drugs is relatively small and variable, and their adverse effects can be substantial. Herbal drug preparations have recently received considerable interest as an alternative treatment option in functional dyspepsia. A commercially available herbal preparation, Iberogast® which contains nine plant extracts, has been reported to improve upper abdominal symptoms in functional dyspepsia and to decrease fundic tone, increase antral contractility and decrease afferent nerve sensitivity in experimental animals. The effects of Iberogast® in the human gastrointestinal tract have not been investigated.

The first three studies presented in this thesis have focused on the effects of delivering fat and glucose into the small intestine at different loads (Chapter 5, 6 and 7), lower, comparable to, and higher than gastric emptying normally occurs, and at different durations of infusion (but still at similar caloric loads - Chapter 5, fat only), on gastrointestinal motility, plasma hormone release/suppression, glycaemia, and energy intake in healthy male subjects.

The study in Chapter 5 demonstrated that antral pressure waves and pressure wave sequences were suppressed, and basal pyloric pressure, isolated pyloric pressure waves,
and plasma cholecystokinin and peptide YY stimulated, during both the low (1.33 kcal/min for 50 min: 67 kcal/min), and high (4 kcal/min for 50 min: 200 kcal), loads of lipid. The effect of the 4 kcal/min load was sustained so that the suppression of antral pressure waves and pressure wave sequences and increase in peptide YY remained evident after cessation of the infusion. The prolonged lipid infusion (1.33 kcal/min for 150 min: 200 kcal) suppressed antral pressure waves, stimulated cholecystokinin and peptide YY and basal pyloric pressure and tended to stimulate isolated pyloric pressure waves when compared with saline throughout the entire infusion period. These results indicate that both the load, and duration, of small intestinal lipid have an influence on antropyloroduodenal motility and patterns of cholecystokinin and peptide YY release.

Chapter 6 demonstrated that lipid loads lower than gastric emptying normally occurs (0.25 kcal/min for 50 min: 12.5 kcal) transiently stimulated isolated pyloric pressure waves and cholecystokinin release and suppressed pressure wave sequences and hunger scores. Loads comparable to (1.5 kcal/min for 50 min: 75 kcal) and higher (4 kcal/min for 50 min: 200 kcal), than the normal rate of gastric emptying, were required to stimulate basal pyloric tone and peptide YY release and suppress antral and duodenal pressure waves. Only the 4 kcal/min load suppressed energy intake. The effects of lipid on all parameters, with the exception of hunger, were load-dependent. In addition, there were relationships between antropyloroduodenal motility and cholecystokinin and peptide YY concentrations with energy/food intake.

The study in Chapter 7 demonstrated that loads of glucose lower than (1 kcal/min for 120 min: 120 kcal), comparable to (2 kcal/min for 120 min: 240 kcal) and higher than (4 kcal/min for 120 min: 480 kcal) the rate gastric emptying normally occurs, stimulated
blood glucose, plasma insulin, glucagon-like peptide-1, glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide and cholecystokinin concentrations and suppressed the number of antral pressure waves, 2 and 4 kcal/min loads were required for the suppression of duodenal pressure waves and pressure wave sequences and the stimulation of basal pyloric pressure and suppression of energy intake only after the 4 kcal/min loads. There were also relationships between glucagon-like peptide-1 and glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide with basal pyloric tone, and food/energy intake with pyloric pressures.

The studies presented in the subsequent three chapters investigated the contribution of dietary factors on the generation of symptoms in patients with functional dyspepsia when compared with healthy subjects (Chapter 8 and 9) and the effect of Iberogast® on motility in the healthy gastrointestinal tract (Chapter 10). The effects of equi-caloric high-carbohydrate vs. high-fat yoghurt preloads on symptom generation, plasma hormone concentrations, antral area and energy intake were compared between functional dyspepsia patients and healthy subjects (Chapter 8). Nausea and pain were greater in patients after the high-fat, when compared with high-carbohydrate and control, preloads and with healthy subjects. Discomfort was greater after all preloads in patients when compared with healthy subjects. Fasting cholecystokinin and stimulation of cholecystokinin by the high-fat preload were greater in patients, while fasting and postprandial peptide YY were lower in patients than in healthy subjects, with no differences in fasting, or postprandial, plasma ghrelin between patients and healthy subjects. Fasting antral area was greater in patients, with no differences postprandially between patients and healthy subjects. There were no differences in energy intake between the two groups. The relationship between the effect of dietary intake and
eating behaviour over a 7-day period on the occurrence and severity of abdominal symptoms was compared between patients and healthy subjects (Chapter 9). The symptoms experienced by the patients included nausea, fullness discomfort, bloating and upper abdominal, and epigastric, pain, of a modest severity, which occurred within 30 min of eating. The number of “meals” ingested was significantly less in functional dyspepsia patients and there was a trend for total energy and fat intake to be less. The occurrence of these symptoms was also statistically related to the ingestion of fat and energy intake. The results of these studies indicate that diet, particularly the ingestion of fat, influences the development of symptoms in a subgroup of patients with functional dyspepsia.

The study in Chapter 10 evaluated the effect of the herbal drug Iberogast® on gastric motility in the gastrointestinal tract. Iberogast® increased proximal gastric volume, increased antral pressure waves without affecting pyloric or duodenal pressures, and slightly increased the retention of liquid in the total stomach, but had no effect on gastric emptying of solids or intragastric distribution. These results demonstrate that Iberogast® affects gastric motility in humans, and the stimulation of gastric relaxation and antral motility may contribute to the reported therapeutic efficacy of Iberogast® in functional dyspepsia.

The studies reported in this thesis provide new information about the regulation of gastric motility, hormone release/suppression, appetite and energy intake, by varying the loads of lipid and glucose infused into the small intestine in healthy subjects, which may have implications in patients with altered gastric motor functions, such as obese, type-2 diabetes and functional dyspepsia patients. In addition, studies in functional
dyspepsia patients revealed that diet, in particular the ingestion of fat, contribute to the cause of their symptoms, and these findings may have important implications for the development of diet-based therapies for the treatment of functional dyspepsia. Furthermore, functional dyspepsia patients with impaired gastric relaxation and antral dysmotility may benefit from the effects of Iberogast® as demonstrated in the healthy gastrointestinal tract.
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